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Abstract
Under ordinary circumstances, the fiscal implications of central bank policies tend to be seen as
relatively minor and escape close scrutiny. The global financial crisis of 2008, however,
demanded an extraordinary response by central banks which brought to light the immense power
of central bank balance sheet policies as well as their major fiscal implications. Once the zero
lower bound on interest rates is reached, expanding a central bank’s balance sheet becomes the
central instrument for providing additional monetary policy accommodation. However, with
interest rates near zero, the line separating fiscal and monetary policy is blurred. Furthermore,
discretionary decisions associated with asset purchases and liquidity provision, as well as with
lender-of-last-resort operations benefiting private entities, can have major distributional effects
that are ordinarily associated with fiscal policy. In the euro area, discretionary central bank
decisions can have immense distributional effects across member states. However, decisions of
this nature are incompatible with the role of unelected officials in democratic societies. Drawing
on the response to the crisis by the Federal Reserve and the ECB, this paper explores the tensions
arising from central bank balance sheet policies and addresses pertinent questions about the
governance and accountability of independent central banks in a democratic society.
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I. Introduction
In the aftermath of the 2008 global financial crisis, central banks have been called on to
undertake unprecedented responsibilities well beyond ordinary monetary policy operations
aiming to preserve price stability. In large part, this reflected the ability of central banks to
generate rapidly the equivalent of fiscal resources, through the creation of high-powered money.
These resources could be used for asset purchases and bailout operations without the delays
associated with fiscal deliberations in democracies and served a useful role in containing some
adverse effects of the crisis. In the process, it was also revealed that the power of a central
bank’s balance sheet can be more massive and awe-inspiring than the prevailing understanding
before the crisis.
Although monetary arithmetic ultimately links fiscal and monetary policy (Sargent and Wallace,
1981), prior to the crisis the fiscal implications of central bank policies tended to be seen as
relatively minor and escaped close scrutiny. This served a useful political purpose:
Underemphasizing the fiscal consequences of central bank decisions could more easily sustain
support for an independent central bank with discretionary powers and a price stability mandate.
During the crisis, however, near zero interest rates blurred the line separating fiscal and monetary
policy and bailout operations drew attention to fiscal consequences and distributional
implications of balance sheet policies. This, in turn, raised questions about the institutional
division of labor between independent central banks and elected governments.
The response to the crisis by the Federal Reserve and the ECB, the central banks of the world’s
two largest economies, included discretionary decisions with immense distributional effects that
could be seen as incompatible with the role of unelected officials in democratic societies. For
both central banks, issues arose with decisions that resulted in the preferential treatment of
specific sectors of the economy or specific private interests. In the case of the ECB, support to
different euro area member states appears to have been decidedly uneven during the crisis, as a
result of discretionary decisions.
After a review of the historical antecedents and the pre-crisis consensus regarding the
institutional design of central banks and their policies, this paper examines some of the decisions
taken by the Federal Reserve and the ECB during the crisis in the context of their role as
independent central banks in a democratic society. The examples discussed raise questions that
challenge the legitimacy of the use of discretion: Is the proper function of an independent central
bank in a democratic society to use its discretion and decide which sectors of the economy
deserve the support of its balance sheet and which don’t? Does an independent central bank
have the legitimacy to discriminate in favor of specific private interests and against others? In a
monetary union, does the central bank have the legitimacy to take discretionary decisions that
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favor specific member states over others or decisions that penalize member states for what the
central bank views as moral-hazard-induced actions by democratically elected governments?
The paper concludes with a discussion about the potential resolution of the legitimacy problem
that has arisen due to central bank actions during the crisis.

II. Historical antecedents and the pre-crisis consensus
Modern central banks, certainly those operating in Europe and North America, identify price
stability, economic stability and financial stability as their key goals and the reason for their
existence as independent policy institutions. Indeed, the typical textbook treatment would
discuss monetary policy as aiming to achieve these objectives without discussion of fiscal
consequences of central bank decisions in pursuit of these goals.
However, this is neither an accurate reflection of the origins of central banking nor does it do
justice to the intimate potential links between central bank policies and the fiscal affairs of the
state. 1 Financing the state, particularly during war, was perhaps the single most important early
factor in the development of central banking. One of the oldest central banks, the Bank of
England, was founded in 1694 and was granted monopoly on note issuance to provide financing
to King William III. Napoleon Bonaparte founded Banque de France in 1800 to facilitate his
government’s finance. In North America, the Federal Reserve Board was founded in 1913 to
provide an elastic currency in response to financial crises so state financing was not an explicit
reason for its founding. Nonetheless, the Federal Reserve's most important task during the first
years of its operations was none other but to facilitate the financing of World War I.
Controlling the issue and use of currency is a powerful economic weapon that can be used during
times of peace and war to extract resources from the economy and, on occasion, even to wage
economic warfare. Seignorage, the real value accruing to the issuer of currency notes, can be a
significant source of fiscal revenue, an invisible tax. In modern economies with low and stable
inflation, seignorage is small but it need not be negligible. Seignorage can easily exceed 1% of
GDP per year in economies with high inflation. During the early 1980s, seignorage exceeding
5% of GDP was documented in countries such as Mexico and Russia. 2 Empirical estimates
suggest that seignorage can be maximized at inflation rates exceeding 100% per year, which
suggests obvious tradeoffs given the detrimental effects of high inflation to growth and welfare. 3
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Goodhart (2010) provides a brief review of the changing role of central banks over time. Orphanides (2014c)
discusses the evolving role of the Federal Reserve.
2
See Hawkins (2003) for historical information regarding seignorage and central bank profit distributions
3
Fischer et al (2002) present empirical estimates of the seignorage-maximizing inflation rate and discuss the welfare
tradeoffs involved.
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In addition to extracting seignorage through inflation, the central bank balance sheet can be used
to secure favorable financing terms for government debt. The cost of financing for the
government can be reduced with financial repression—through regulation of the financial sector.
Financial repression also entails tradeoffs as the redirection of resources for the benefit of the
government restricts credit to the private sector that could have been otherwise allocated to
investment. Like seignorage, financial repression can be detrimental to growth and welfare.
A sovereign nation in control of money issuance can have immense power on the fiscal resources
that can be extracted through the central bank. The debasement of money can be systematically
abused, a problem that has been well recognized in the history of central banking. In 1824,
David Ricardo identified the issue as follows:
“It is said that Government could not be safely entrusted with the power of issuing paper
money; that it would most certainly abuse it; and that, on any occasion when it was
pressed for money to carry on a war, it would cease to pay coin, on demand, for its notes;
and from that moment the currency would become a forced Government paper. There
would, I confess, be great dangers of this, if Government—that is to say, the Ministers—
were themselves to be entrusted with the power of issuing paper money” (Ricardo, 1824).
Ricardo drew important lessons regarding the governance of the central bank. In his view, the
institution entrusted with the issuance of money should be kept independent of the government in
order to safeguard the value of money and avoid the potential abuse associated with its issuance.
The pre-crisis consensus on central bank design captured Ricardo’s reasoning by recognizing
both the need of central bank independence from the fiscal authority as well as the need to
protect the central bank from becoming the de facto source of financing for the government—the
latter taking the form of the “no monetary financing” clause seen in central bank legislation.
In democracies, ensuring that central banks remain independent from the elected government
provides a solution to the dynamic inconistency problems associated with intertemporal
tradeoffs. Price stability without financial repression encourages growth and improves welfare
in the long run. On the other hand, faster money creation offers short-term gains: It can raise
seignorage and employment. The costs come later with lower credibility and higher inflation.
Higher prices also reduce the real value of outstanding nominal government debt. The incentives
for governments wishing to improve the odds of their reelections are to focus on the shorter end
of the spectrum of the cost-benefit analysis. By maintaining a long-term focus, an independent
central bank with a price stability objective and support of a market-based economy, refraining
from financial repression, can better facilitate growth and welfare over time.
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Monetary policy decisions always have some fiscal implications and distributional consequences.
By influencing the path of real interest rates over time, monetary policy decisions have an impact
on the intertemporal fiscal burden of the government and on the relative returns enjoyed by
savers and lenders in the economy. However, under ordinary circumstances and as long as
monetary policy aims to ensure price stability and economic stability, these effects can be
ignored as the unavoidable secondary side effects of policies that aim at society’s broader good.
Central bank policies could and normally should aim to minimize any distributional effects and
credit allocation distortions introduced by their policies to avoid encroaching on matters that are
incompatible with the role of unelected officials in democratic societies. Overall, the central
bank should encourage free markets to allocate capital efficiently and promote growth and
welfare over time, without engaging in operations that might suggest a bias in favor of regions or
sectors of the economy, even though some distributional effects may be unavoidable.

III. The power of a central bank's balance sheet
In the aftermath of the 2008 global financial crisis, central banks have been called on to
undertake unprecedented responsibilities well beyond ordinary monetary policy operations.
Central banks were overburdened and seen as “the only game in town” (Orphanides, 2013). In
large part, this reflected the ability of central banks to act quickly—specifically generate the
equivalent of fiscal resources rapidly through the creation of high-powered money (currency and
reserves). In part, central banks acted to fill a void created by the hesitation of fiscal authorities
to act in a resolute manner but in doing so tested the limits of democratic legitimacy. 4 Central
banks certainly averted the worst of outcomes feared at the beginning of the crisis but their
actions during the crisis also revealed that the power of a central bank’s balance sheet can be
more massive and awe-inspiring than what was the prevailing understanding before the crisis, at
least outside the circles of central bank policy experts.
Actions were wide-ranging. Central banks engaged in unconventional monetary policy,
including the purchase of public and private assets and the expanded provision of liquidity at low
interest rates upon presentation of collateral drawn from a broadened base—collateral that would
not have qualified for pre-crisis operations. Central banks also engaged in preferential lending
operations: Lending to government-related or other entities at terms not available to others in the
economy. Perhaps most controversial, in some cases central banks became the central actors in
bailout operations: Lending to potentially insolvent private firms or government entities with
compromised market access.
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Buiter(2014) and Tucker(2015, 2016) present expositions of the legitimacy and accountability challenges that have
been exposed as a result of central bank actions over the past several years
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Examined in isolation, none of these operations should be seen as necessarily peculiar or
problematic. However, many of the decisions taken by central banks during the crisis were not
simple applications of established rules or principles but rather were of a discretionary nature.
Given the fiscal dimension and distributional consequences of such discretionary decisions, these
balance sheet policies raise questions about the governance and accountability of independent
central banks in a democratic society.
III.1 Unconventional monetary policy
When policy interest rates are lowered near zero, additional monetary policy accommodation can
be provided, if needed, by expanding the central bank's balance sheet. 5 Asset purchases become
a crucial monetary policy tool. Purchases of government bonds—what is known as quantitative
easing (QE)—has been recognized as an extension of conventional monetary policy easing at the
zero lower bound at least since the 1930s. 6 QE lowers real interest rates at longer maturities
than those constrained by the zero lower bound, thereby easing monetary conditions despite the
constraint on short-term rates.
As overnight interest rates may be constrained near zero, the extent of monetary policy easing is
no longer reflected in policy rates alone. The size of the balance sheet of the central bank
becomes a useful summary indicator of policy accommodation, similar to the role of the
overnight rate under ordinary circumstances. As with conventional easing, of course, no single
indicator is sufficient to capture the degree of monetary accommodation in the economy.
The experience of the Federal Reserve and the ECB since 2008 serves as an illustration. Figures
1 through 5 outline a comparison of the conditions faced by and the policies pursued by the Fed
and the ECB. Figures 1 and 2 compare headline and core inflation, respectively. As can be seen,
the crisis and subsequent recession put disinflationary pressure in the two economies. It may be
recalled that both of these central banks have an inflation objective close to two percent, using
the PCE index for the Fed and the HICP for the ECB. Core inflation stayed below the inflation
objectives of these two central banks. Conventional easing proved insufficient and additional
unconventional easing became necessary. Figure 3 compares overnight rates in the US and euro
area while Figure 4 compares the size of the balance sheets of the Fed and the ECB. Before the
5

See Clouse et al (2003) for a review of unconventional policy easing options at the zero lower bound. In addition
to QE, these options include alternative ways to increase the central bank balance sheet as well as exchange rate and
communication policies that influence expectations of future policy actions. Durre and Pill (2012) provide a review
of central bank balance sheet policies in Europe. It should be noted that the zero lower bound is not a hard
constraint exactly at zero. The constraint is due to the existence of currency notes that earn a nominal zero return.
Central banks can engineer slightly negative rates but some may also opt to stop cutting rates somewhat above zero.
The reference to the zero lower bound is about the “effective” bound chosen by a central bank depending on the
specific institutional setting and tradeoffs it may face. This need not be fixed as a central bank may adjust its
“effective” lower bound with experience. During the crisis the ECB initially stopped at slightly positive rates but
subsequently reconsidered its bound and moved to slightly negative rates.
6
Clouse et al (2003) and Orphanides (2003) provide historical references.
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crisis, movements in the overnight rate captured changes in monetary policy, while the balance
sheets of the two central banks were nearly flat. By contrast, since the crisis, while rates have
been close to zero for both central banks, the size of their balance sheets changed dramatically.
Although balance sheet increases have an accommodating role that is not reflected in overnight
rates, this accommodation may be seen in longer rates that are not constrained by the zero lower
bound. Figure 5 highlights this by showing the yields on ten-year government bonds for the US
and Germany.
III.2 Fiscal operations during the crisis
In some respects, central bank balance sheet policies may be effectively equivalent to fiscal
operations. First, at the zero lower bound, money is nearly equivalent to short-term government
paper. Liquidity can be injected in the economy with the Treasury issuing additional zerointerest-rate bills or the central bank raising the quantity of high-powered money, also earning
zero interest. At the zero lower bound, high-powered money and treasury bills are near perfect
substitutes so these two policies may be indistinguishable from each other. By necessity,
monetary and fiscal policies become much more closely linked at the zero lower bound than
during periods when interest rates are clearly above zero.
Second, bailout operations aiming to restore the health of the financial sector are effectively
fiscal operations. Provision of credit by the central bank to some private or government-related
entities may sustain entities that would have otherwise collapsed. Central bank bailout
operations are equivalent to the provision of fiscal support to troubled entities by the
government. 7
A major issue with fiscal operations is that they have potentially large distributional effects.
Such effects may be unavoidable during a crisis but this does not reduce the scope for potential
controversy associated with them.
During the global financial crisis, central banks provided preferential support to some entities but
not to others. Balance sheet policies had (and continue to have) immense distributional effects.
This can raise questions when the central banks involved appear to provide preferential support
on the basis of discretionary decisions or tailor-made “rules” adopted and adjusted during the
crisis, rather than on the basis of principles and rules that are clear ahead of time—before the
identity of the beneficiary becomes known.
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Such operations are often undertaken by central banks in their role as lender of last resort which need not
necessarily have a fiscal component. When emergency lending is provided at a “high rate” against “good
collateral,” that is strictly in accordance to Bagehot’s (1873) principles, it does not involve a fiscal transfer. Bailout
operations with a fiscal component invariably violate some aspect of Bagehot’s principles.
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The power to engage in distributional policies was not the intended purpose of central banks
independence. The purpose was to protect price stability over time. In democracies,
distributional matters should fall squarely in the domain of elected governments. Unfortunately,
a number of the fiscal operations implemented during the crisis appear to fall in the category that
raises questions. Indeed, some distributional effects arising from central bank discretionary
decisions during the crisis appear to have had no clear basis on rules that were in place before the
crisis, which raises serious governance questions about the operation of independent central
banks.
The next two sections review some specific examples of policy decisions that raise questions for
the Fed and ECB.

IV. Distributional issues: Federal Reserve
As already mentioned, a central bank can enlarge its balance sheet by purchasing assets to
provide unconventional monetary policy accommodation when this is needed for the aggregate
economy. But the choice of what to purchase can provide preferential treatment to specific
sectors of the economy over others. The Fed traditionally attempted to stay clear of such
preferential treatment by doing all its monetary policy operations with US government bills and
bonds. Plain QE could have been pursued during the crisis when the zero lower bound was
reached and the Fed determined that additional accommodation was still needed. As part of its
toolkit of unconventional monetary policy easing, however, the Fed decided to engage in
additional asset purchases. Specifically, it decided to purchase large quantities of housingrelated mortgage backed debt (MBS). 8 As Figure 6 shows, MBS holdings became a very
important part of the Fed’s balance sheet. The policy could be defended by noting that the
housing sector had been disproportionately hurt by the crisis. Boosting the housing sector would
help the economy overall. This may be true but it does not change the fact that the Fed’s
decision to buy MBS rather than just implement QE through purchases of long-dated
government debt was equivalent to a massive subsidy to the housing sector over other sectors of
the economy and that it disproportionately benefited holders of mortgage-backed securities over
holders of other financial assets. This may have been effective as monetary policy, but this is a
separate issue. The question raised is more fundamental: Whether it is the proper function of an
independent central bank in a democratic society to use its discretion and decide which sectors of
the economy deserve the support of its balance sheet and which don’t.
It is interesting to note that, compared to other central banks, the Fed has rather limited authority
on how to use its balance sheet for asset purchases. Congress has placed limits on the Fed which
8

Goodfriend (2011) discusses fiscal aspect of Fed actions during the crisis. He describes operations such as MBS
purchases as credit policy, which he argues should be seen as debt-financed fiscal policy.
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can purchase only US government and US government-guaranteed assets. The authority to
purchase MBS resulted from 1960s legislation by Congress that was meant to encourage the Fed
to buy government-guaranteed debt, in an effort to advance financing of pet projects. The
political dimension of the problem is unmistakable. Why face contentious discussion over the
budget in Congress, if the Fed could quietly achieve the same fiscal objective? An interesting
example of this authority, as revisited in Haltom and Sharp (2014), was the financing of the
construction of the Metro system in Washington, D.C. The Washington Metropolitan Area
Transit Authority (WMATA) was established in 1967 for that purpose and issued debt to fund
construction of the Metro system. By purchasing that debt, the Fed ended up financing the
project, thereby vastly improving the efficiency of commuting in Washington, D.C. for residents
of the metropolitan area which included Congressional staff as well as the staff of the Federal
Reserve Board.
This is not to say that investment in the Washington metro in the 1970s or support of the US
housing market in the 2010s was not a worthwhile cause. The question simply is whether it is
appropriate for an independent central bank, rather than the fiscal authority of a democratic state,
to use its discretionary authority to decide what is worthwhile to support and what is not. Once it
got freed from the politicization it faced during the 1960s, and until the crisis—a period spanning
decades—the Fed had provided an answer to this question: The Fed decided not to use its
discretionary authority to finance pet projects or favor specific sectors of the economy.
An even more controversial aspect of balance sheet operations pertains to bailout operations that
may suggest preferential treatment to specific private interests. As any central bank, the Federal
Reserve has the authority to serve as a lender of last resort—provide loans backed by collateral
to private entities under stress. In the case of the Fed, this authority was not limited to banks or
even financial institutions. Under Article 13(3) of the Federal Reserve Act, the Board of
Governors had the power to provide credit to virtually anyone, as long as it judged that
conditions were unusual and exigent. As Meltzer (2013) points out, however, the Fed never
announced a lender-of-last-resort policy and during the crisis acted in a manner that shifted
bailout costs to taxpayers—an outcome stemming from the too-big-to-fail doctrine.
It is very difficult to judge crisis decisions after the fact. To the extent decisions follow clear
principles and reflect the information available at the time as best as possible, even decisions that
prove problematic after the fact could be justified and proper. A fundamental difficulty with ex
post evaluation of crisis decisions is that counterfactuals may be hard to construct. Debates such
as the differential treatment of Bear Stearns and Lehman during 2008 cannot be authoritatively
settled since the relevant counterfactuals are not available. 9

9

Reinhart (2011) provides a thoughtful analysis of the dynamic inconsistency problems in the Bear-Lehman
episode.
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Internal consistency and uniformity of different support decisions can be evaluated with greater
confidence. Conditional on the decision to provide lending to too-big-to-fail institutions, for
example, additional questions pertain to the terms of the lending arrangement. Is it legitimate for
the central bank to use its discretionary power to decide on a case-by-case basis whether a
specific firm will be allowed to secure financing at favorable terms while another firm would not
be allowed similar terms?
An interesting case for the Fed relates to its treatment of non-bank financial institutions under
stress. We may call this the Goldman vs A.I.G. comparison. 10 Before the crisis, both Goldman
and A.I.G. were non-bank financial corporations, not eligible for the usual discount window
operations that Federal Reserve member banks have access to. In both cases, the Fed used its
discretionary powers to provide lending. However, the lending was not provided on the same
terms, nor could the difference in terms be explained on the basis of some rule or framework that
had been developed before the crisis. In one case, the Fed protected the owners of the private
entity by providing inexpensive credit. In the other case, some have argued, Fed actions
effectively destroyed the value of the owners’ stakes in the private entity. In both cases the
institutions were bailed out but the distributional consequences for stakeholders were vastly
different.
A.I.G. stakeholders filed a lawsuit against the Federal Reserve. As a result, in this case
information from legal rulings has become available for some of the pertinent issues. A recent
legal ruling determined that the Federal Reserve acted inappropriately (Kessler, 2015).
Specifically, Judge Thomas C. Wheeler ruled that:
“The Government’s unduly harsh treatment of A.I.G. in comparison to other institutions
seemingly was misguided and had no legitimate purpose, even considering concerns
about ‘moral hazard’.”
Effectively, the ruling suggested that the Fed erred in discriminating against the interests of
A.I.G. stakeholders. To reiterate, the issue at hand is not the treatment of either A.I.G or
Goldman in isolation. The issue is whether Fed decisions exhibited reasonable uniformity and
consistency. Ultimately some protection of equal treatment of the stakeholders of both Goldman
and A.I.G. could have been expected. Inexpensive credit could have been provided to neither or
to both with similar terms. The owners could have been protected or forced to lose their stakes
in the companies in both cases or in neither case. The troubling question in this case is whether
it is appropriate for an independent central bank in a democratic society to use its discretionary
authority to decide which stakeholders of which private entity to wipe out and which to support.
Does an independent central bank like the Fed have the legitimacy to discriminate in favor of
10

For this comparison, “Goldman” simply serves as a representative of the numerous entities that were generously
supported by the Fed with similar favorable terms that were not made available to A.I.G.
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Goldman and against A.I.G.? Should such discretionary authority be available to an independent
central bank in a democracy? Don’t such decisions fall squarely under the purview of elected
governments?

V. Distributional issues: ECB
As difficult as the choices discussed for the Fed in the previous section may have been, the ECB
has been facing far more difficult choices associated with the distributional consequences of its
balance sheet policies. The ECB faces unique challenges as it was created to serve as the central
bank for the euro area as a whole, which consists of the economies of all member states of the
euro area but has no fiscal counterpart in the euro area. The ECB is also unique in that it is
effectively unaccountable to any government and has immense discretionary powers, far greater
than those of the Federal Reserve, powers that could be used well or be abused. Gaps in the
design of the euro area, including gaps that were well understood before the introduction of the
euro have put the ECB in an impossible position during the euro area crisis. 11
The lack of a corresponding fiscal authority presents a challenge for the ECB, and especially for
the operations that entail taking unusual risks on its balance sheet, as would have been expected
to be encountered during the crisis. Should such risks be managed in a discretionary manner, on
a case-by-case basis, depending on which member state benefits and which is harmed? The ECB
can easily take decisions to favor specific member states over other member states in the euro
area, or specific sectors and institutions in a specific member state over sectors and institutions in
other member states. These powers stem from the European Union Treaty which cannot be
corrected without unanimous consent of all EU member states. The ECB problem is therefore
far more serious than any issues that might arise with the Federal Reserve. If any euro area
government manages to exert undue influence at the ECB it may advance its own interests to the
detriment of interests of other euro area member states through the common central bank and
without obvious mechanisms for correction.
It goes without saying that the euro area crisis has been a nightmare for the ECB. As is well
known, euro area governments have taken a series of decisions after the global financial crisis
started that have created an existential crisis for the euro area. Questions persist as to whether
the euro will survive or whether some member states will be forced by other member states to
abandon it. The ECB has a clear primary mandate—price stability, and subject to that to provide
support to the objectives of the European Union, as specified in the Treaty. But in light of the
existential concerns about the euro, should the ECB be expected to focus on its primary mandate
or to crisis management? If there is a conflict in these two, should the ECB respect its mandate
11

See Sims (1999, 2012) for a discussion of institutional problems facing the ECB due to the absence of a fiscal
counterpart.
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or should it yield to politics whenever the existence of the euro comes under threat? Should
tradeoffs regarding the survival of the euro be ignored or dominate decisions, including decisions
regarding monetary policy aiming to attain price stability for the euro area?
Views on these questions can reasonably vary. One view is that dedication to the mandate is
appropriate. Another view holds that preserving the euro area could be more important, even if
this means politicizing the ECB in a manner incompatible with the Treaty. A review of ECB
decisions during the crisis suggests that the ECB did not escape being immersed in decisions
with horrendous distributional effects across euro area member states, distributional effects that
were clearly not envisaged when the ECB was given virtually unchecked discretionary powers. 12
Numerous dimensions can be examined to see the differences in how various member states have
been treated by the ECB during the crisis. Questions can be raised regarding the effectiveness of
unconventional monetary policy and crisis response measures across member states. The ECB
serves as the central bank for all member states of the euro area so an obvious question is
whether support has been similarly beneficial across member states. Put differently, has the ECB
ensured equal treatment across different member states?
One relevant dimension relating to the effectiveness of unconventional monetary policy is the
support the ECB provided to government debt markets. Another dimension regards support of
the banking sectors across member states. It could be argued that on both fronts ECB support to
different member states has been decidedly uneven during the crisis.
Consider the uneven effectiveness of unconventional monetary policy. This has been very
problematic, with some member states experiencing tightening of monetary conditions during the
crisis, exactly when the ECB would have been expected to provide easier monetary policy
instead. The result has been a monetary policy that contributed to deep recessions in some
member states, while other member states enjoyed near-ideal monetary conditions. 13
Figure 7 compares the yields on ten-year government bonds in two of the largest member states,
Germany and Spain. As mentioned earlier, ECB unconventional monetary policy reduced the
yields of German government bonds in a manner similar to the reduction of US government
bond yields engineered by the Fed. This benefited Germany tremendously but was not reflected
in monetary conditions faced by some other countries. Although sharing the same currency,

12

In may appear paradoxical how a “rules-based institution,” such as the ECB would like to be, enjoys virtually
unchecked discretion. This simply reflects the power the ECB has to set its own operational rules and the discretion
to adjust them or selectively waive them.
13
Obviously, the horrendous outcomes in the euro area are not primarily the result of ECB policies but of the
political dynamics of the member states and the flawed design of the euro area. Eichengreen (2015), Kopits (2015),
Orphanides (2015), Wolf (2014) and Wyplosz (2014) offer expositions of various dimensions of the broader
problem.
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monetary conditions in Spain have been considerably tighter than those in Germany in the past
several years. This reflects a number of factors, including decisions by euro area governments.
However, the wide gap in the cost of financing between Germany and Spain that developed
during the crisis is not unrelated to ECB decisions. As explained by De Grauwe (2011) and
Buiter and Rabhari (2012), the deterioration observed in 2010 and 2011 related to the unclear
role of the ECB in government bond markets—specifically the extent to which the ECB was
willing and/or able to appear as a lender of last resort to member state governments in a manner
similar to the role the Bank of England could serve for the U.K. government. 14 This largely
depended on ECB discretionary decisions. 15 Similarly, the partial convergence of monetary
conditions observed since Summer 2012, could be largely attributed to the ECB’s discretionary
decisions relating to the outright monetary transactions (OMT) program. 16
The difference in the relative stance of monetary policy has had important consequences for the
different economic outcomes observed across euro area member states since the beginning of the
euro area crisis. Figure 8 presents a comparison of real GDP per person in Germany and Spain,
superimposing also the United States as a benchmark for comparison. As can be seen, the
relatively tight monetary policy conditions in Spain and relatively easy conditions in Germany
have been associated with a notably better economic performance in Germany relative to that in
Spain.
Once again, it is important to recognize that some distributional effects across sectors or states
may be the unavoidable consequence of policy decisions made for the common good on the basis
of a pre-determined framework and rules. However, an issue arises when the distributional
effects are not the result of applying a clear framework decided before the crisis, but rather the
outcome of discretionary decisions that may be tailor-made to favor some sectors/states and
discriminate against other sector/states.
In the case of the euro area, a troubling aspect of the crisis has been that the distribution of
potential benefits and losses appears to have become an unduly important factor in discretionary
decision making, with little regard to the principle of equal treatment one would have expected to
prevail in a democratic society. 17
Returning to the comparison of the ECB and the Federal Reserve, it is quite clear from Figure 4
that from mid-2012 to the end of 2014 the ECB pursued a contractionary monetary policy—
shrinking its balance sheet—while the Fed pursued an expansionary policy. From Figure 2,
14
The comparison with the Bank of England is particularly useful because the U.K. is a member state of the
European Union. The mandate and legal framework of the Bank of England, including importantly a prohibition of
monetary financing, is similar to that of the ECB, in accordance to the European Union Treaty.
15
See also Gros (2012) and Kopf (2011) for pertinent discussions of this period.
16
Pill and Reichlin (2014) provide a detailed discussion of the OMT and its effects on government bond markets.
17
See Orphanides (2014b,c) for examples of specific decisions that raise these questions.
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which compares core inflation in the two economies, we can see that as a result of its tight
policies, core inflation in the euro area has been systematically below the ECB’s objective. In
contrast, the Fed has achieved a better outcome. The difference could not be attributed to
unforeseen developments or mere forecast errors as the tightness of ECB policy over this period
was evident in real time. 18 During the course of 2014, while the ECB was reducing the size of its
balance sheet, it was also revising downwards its inflation forecasts. For example, the forecast of
2016 inflation declined from 1.5% in March 2014 to 1.3% in December 2014, notably below the
ECB’s definition of price stability.
A question that arises is what arguments could possibly justify the ECB’s inappropriately tight
policy over this period. What is the mandate of the ECB? One might have thought that the
mandate of the ECB was already clear: to maintain monetary conditions that are appropriate for
the euro area as a whole and, subject to that contribute to the other noble objectives of the EU
Treaty. And yet, in December 2014, when the ECB reluctantly decided to consider reversing its
inappropriately tight policy stance, a member of the ECB Governing Council who is also a state
official for a euro area member state reportedly opposed the decision, noting: “We have a
monetary policy that is too expansive for Germany” and furthermore: “Extremely low interest
rates caused countries' willingness to implement structural reforms to tail off.” (Carrel,
O'Donnell and Martin, 2014).
This raises numerous questions about ECB monetary policy. Did the ECB maintain an
inappropriately tight monetary policy for the euro area because changing course would have
been inconvenient for a specific member state? Did the ECB maintain an inappropriate policy
for the euro area as a whole in order to push the elected governments of some member states to
implement structural reforms that some other member state thought should have been
implemented? More generally, under what conditions, if any, is it legitimate for the ECB to
implement monetary policy with undue influence from one member state, when in so doing it
fails to achieve its primary mandate of ensuring that inflation in the euro area is close to two
percent?
It is also of interest to note that even when it embarked on a form of QE in 2015, the ECB used
its discretion to deviate from its established principle of loss sharing in a very significant manner,
with important distributional consequences. The issue regards the pooling of risks in the
common monetary policy of the ECB. The principle established when the ECB started operating
(well before the crisis) was that risks pertaining to monetary policy operations in the euro area
would be shared. Potential profits and losses would be shared proportionately, according to
capital key of the National Central Banks (NCB) of the member states. During the crisis, when
the ECB decided in 2010 to embark on purchases of government debt for selected member states

18

See Ubide (2014) and Orphanides (2014d).
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as part of its Securities Market Programme (SMP), risks were pooled, as usual. 19 However,
purchases of government debt by the ECB proved controversial in Germany and the ECB was
subjected to multiple lawsuits, possibly influencing subsequent decisions.
In taking the decision to embark on QE, the ECB decided that rather than pool risks, purchases
of government debt should be segmented across national borders inside the euro area. Each NCB
would be purchasing debt of its own government separately and be responsible for any profits
and losses from those purchases. The ECB would also purchase some non-government bonds
for which risks would be pooled, to give the appearance of partial risk sharing for the overall
decision. The account of the January 2015 meeting reveals arguments in the discussion:
“Members discussed the appropriate modalities of risk sharing related to the purchases of
securities issued by euro area governments and agencies and European institutions. On
the one hand, arguments were made in favour of full risk sharing so as to counter
perceptions of a lack of unity. Full risk sharing would also underline the singleness of
monetary policy. On the other hand, in view of concerns about moral hazard it was
argued that a regime of partial loss sharing would be more commensurate with the current
architecture of Economic and Monetary Union and the Treaties under which the ECB
operates.” (ECB, 2015.)
The decision suggests that even though it was acknowledged that the normal loss-sharing regime
was more consistent with the single monetary policy, concerns about “moral hazard” dominated.
The account failed to clarify what these concerns were, but the reference was probably to
potential actions of euro area governments. To the extent the moral hazard fears that caused the
ECB to deviate from normal loss-sharing procedures did indeed refer to elected governments, it
would have been of interest to also provide some explanation as to the legitimacy of the ECB
taking upon itself the responsibility of “protecting” the euro area from moral-hazard-induced
actions by the democratically elected governments.
Understanding this decision outside the broader political tensions of the euro area is impossible.
Even though the euro was supposed to be irrevocable, it is common knowledge that not all
government officials in all member states respect this commitment and that some want to
maintain the option to threaten other member states with exit from the common currency.
Maintaining the possibility that some member states will potentially exit the currency union has
tremendous distributional effects that benefit those member states that are perceived as relatively
stronger, e.g. Germany, and harm member states perceived as weaker, e.g. Spain. Indeed, this is
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The SMP was initiated in May 2010. It entailed purchases of government debt of Italy, Spain, Portugal, Ireland
and Greece with the stated aim to restore an appropriate monetary policy transmission mechanism in member states
under stress.
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a key determinant of the relative financing costs of the respective governments. 20 As an
independent institution, the ECB could have decided to pursue the best monetary policy for the
euro area as a whole, taking for granted the irreversibility of the euro and the responsibility of the
governments to maintain it, at least until the governments specifically changed the prevailing
framework. Had the ECB acted in this manner, spreads of euro area governments would have
been compressed as the leverage of any government to use the threat of euro exit against other
governments would be lower.
In the event, with its QE decision, the ECB signaled that it wished to account for the possibility
of states leaving the euro area and protect its balance sheet against such eventualities. With the
procedure adopted, when a member state leaves the euro area, the ECB would be fully protected
from the possible loss on its balance sheet in case the exchange rate of the exiting country
weakens. With its decision the ECB opted to reinforce spreads among government debt of
different member states. Effectively the ECB used its discretionary power to introduce an
implicit tax on member states perceived as weak and a subsidy on member states perceived as
strong. Needless to say, this decision reinforces a dynamic that raises the odds that a member
state will be forced to leave the currency area, hardly consistent with the ECB's mandate.
Questions regarding the distributional consequences of ECB decisions during the crisis are not
limited to monetary policy. More controversial have been decisions relating to the management
of the euro area crisis, when ECB interventions provided the appearance that it was aligned with
the political objectives of specific member state governments against the political objectives of
other member states. The design of the euro area effectively gives the ECB complete discretion
on maintaining monetary stability or allowing a panic to materialize in each one of the member
states that have joined the euro. Among others, the ECB has the discretion to decide the
conditions the ECB believes are appropriate to declare that government debt, issued by a
member state, should not be considered trustworthy and would not qualify as collateral for
monetary policy operations in the euro area. The ECB also interprets its powers to include the
discretionary authority to terminate lender-of-last-resort operations in any state whose
government is considered untrustworthy, or any state that refuses to implement specific
conditions that are promoted by some other member state.
One could question whether the intent of the writers of the European Union Treaty was to give
such immense discretionary powers with little if any accountability to a body of unelected
officials. The fact remains that the ECB not only has such powers but, to the surprise of many,
has exercised these discretionary powers in a manner that has raised questions during the crisis.
As an illustration, it suffices to revisit one example: The February 2015 decision to suspend the
eligibility of Greek government debt as ECB collateral (ECB, 2015a). This decision was taken
20

Broyer, Petersen and Schneider (2012) and Dany et al (2015) present calculations of the monetary benefit
accruing to Germany from the crisis.
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shortly after a new left-wing government was elected in Greece and in the middle of political
negotiations on an IMF/EU program. The decision, which was widely seen as supporting the
political interests of certain elected euro area governments against the elected Greek government,
was heavily criticized by outside observers. For example, it prompted the Economist, to identify
a new role for the ECB in the political discussions pertaining to the crisis: “The Enforcer.” The
subtitle of the article explained that it was about “How the European Central Bank can dictate
terms to the Greek government” (Economist, 2015). In an editorial in the New York Times, Paul
Krugman pondered whether the ECB would clarify its proper role or act as “Germany’s debt
collector.” (Krugman, 2015).
This was not the first time the ECB intervened in a manner that could be seen as decidedly
political and one-sided (in the sense of promoting the interests of one member state over the
interests of another member state) during the crisis. 21 However it was the occasion that attracted
wide attention, no doubt due to the unconventional, anti-establishment negotiating positions
professed by the newly elected Greek government. In this case it could be argued that the newly
elected Greek government was provocative and misguided. Perhaps someone in the euro area
had to make an intervention of some sort. A possible defense for any politically-motivated
decision taken by a central bank is that it may aim to serve the “common good.” In the case of
the euro area, given the unparalleled discretion and lack of accountability that is enjoyed by the
ECB, many decisions could be potentially justified as allowable within the context of the EU
Treaty. This begs the question: Is it legitimate for the ECB to use its discretionary power to
decide on a case-by-case basis which elected government of which member state should be “cut
down to size” for the benefit of other member states and perhaps what the ECB views as the
“common” good? Is this compatible with our understanding of democracy in Europe?
In summary, the ECB proved to be an effective central bank during the crisis but only for some
member states of the euro area. Use of its balance sheet had immense distributional
consequences. For some member states, ECB actions reflected both the crisis response and
unconventional monetary policy measures expected from the central bank of any economy. For
other member states, ECB actions reflected neither the crisis response nor the unconventional
policy measures expected from a country’s central bank.
These outcomes were not pre-ordained by rules that had been agreed when the euro area was
created. They were the outcome of discretionary decisions during the crisis. These decisions
included numerous aspects that ordinarily would be seen as technical issues such as
determination of collateral eligibility, asset purchases, provision of emergency liquidity
assistance, loss-sharing arrangements etc. In many cases, it could be argued that alternative
21

In a paper prepared for the European Parliament's Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, Whelan (2015)
discusses the ECB’s role in Greece in 2015 as well as its role in Ireland in 2010. Whelan identifies the ECB’s
“confused” lender-of-last-resort role as a reason why the ECB may appear to be overly involved in political
developments and potentially act beyond its legal mandate.
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discretionary decisions could have ensured more equal treatment for member states. However
the ECB had the discretionary power to change the rules as it saw fit during the crisis, with the
result of benefiting some member states and discriminating against others. Despite their fiscal
consequences and highly unequal distributional consequences, most of the decisions taken were
likely within the legal powers of the ECB, given the immense discretion that is granted to the
ECB by the EU Treaty. Is such discretionary authority compatible with the democratic
principles of Europe? Should any unelected and unaccountable institution maintain such
discretionary power?

VI. After the crisis
Central bank actions in the aftermath of the global financial crisis have likely protected the
global economy from the worst of possible outcomes that could have materialized. However, by
becoming the “only game in town” and using their discretionary powers, central banks revealed
the immense power of their balance sheet and the fact that during a crisis the fiscal implications
of their actions are much greater than had been commonly understood.
Both in the case of the Federal Reserve and the ECB, discretionary authority was employed to
implement fiscal operations with immense distributional consequences. These distributional
aspects of central bank balance sheet policies raise troubling questions regarding the
discretionary power granted to independent central banks, when the original intent of central
bank independence was primarily to ensure the maintenance of price stability.
How should this be resolved going forward? In democratic societies, independent central banks
do not have the legitimacy and should not have the authority to make discretionary decisions
with immense distributional fiscal consequences, as has been observed during the crisis. It could
be argued that actions taken by both the ECB and the Fed during the crisis overstepped the
legitimacy of these institutions.
The main difficulty emanates from discretionary actions. While discretion can allow for good
outcomes, when employed to tackle unforeseen complications in an efficient manner, it can also
lead to disastrous results, leveraging specific interests to the detriment of others in a manner that
is inconsistent with the functioning of democracy. If central bank independence is to be
maintained going forward, strict rules and boundaries may need to replace current discretionary
powers, as argued by Goodfriend (2014) and others. Unless the discretionary powers of central
banks are curtailed and accountability is improved, it is hard to see how the fiscal and
distributional consequences of central bank actions can be tolerated for long in our democracies.
The alternative, as Goodhart (2010) suggests, would be that: “The idea of the Central Bank as an
independent institution will be put aside.”
17
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Figure 1
Fed vs ECB: Inflation
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Figure 2
Fed vs ECB: Core Inflation
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Figure 3
Fed vs ECB: Overnight interest rate
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Figure 4
Fed vs ECB: Balance sheet size
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Figure 5
Effectiveness of unconventional policy easing
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Figure 6
The balance sheet of the Federal Reserve
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Figure 7
Effectiveness of unconventional policy easing
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Figure 8
The distribution of crisis costs
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